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As members of the team organising the Congress we have agreed that English 
should be the principal language of engagement since many asylum-seekers 
understand English and since it is most likely that we can find interpreters who are 
able to translate English into another language, rather than having a direct translation 
from say Farsi to Kurdish. For bigger linguistic groups there should be at least 2 
interpreters per session (a session will be approximately 2 hours long) who can 
alternate amongst themselves. 

Not all speakers will talk in English which implies that two interpreters (from the 
speakers language into English) will be on the stage who will consecutively interpret. 
Simultaneous interpretations would then occur on the following languages:

English>Arabic (simultaneous) / Arabic>English (consecutive)
English>Sorani-Kurdish (simultaneous) / Sorani-Kurdish>English (consecutive)
English>French (simultaneous) / French>English (consecutive)
English>Farsi (simultaneous) / Farsi>English (consecutive)

‘Whispered-interpretations’ (if needed) would be available for the following 
languages:

English>Serbian (simultaneous) / Serbian>English (consecutive)
English>Russian (simultaneous) / Russian>English (consecutive)
English>Kurmanci-Kurdish (simultaneous) / Kurmanci-Kurdish>English (consecutive)
English>Turkish (simultaneous) / Turkish>English (consecutive)
English>Spanish (simultaneous) / Spanish>English (consecutive)
English>German (simultaneous) / German>English (consecutive)

We think that other languages may not be needed.

Since some speakers will speak in English directly there will be simultaneous 
interpretations. 

The main idea behind our concept for language interpretation is that interpreters 
should see interpretation as their main task for which they come to the Congress. 
Interpreters should focus on this form of political solidarity without seeing themselves 
as ‘active participants’: interpreters should not ask questions with regards to contents 
or be actively involved in discussions as long as they are in the process of 
interpreting. Since the Congress is organised by asylum-seeking activists for other 
asylum-seekers, participants with (safe) residence permits should focus on assisting 
in including and linking asylum-seeking activists amongst themselves. 

Concerning technology: interpretation booths are presumably far too expensive so 



that we are searching for cheaper options such as individually-managed devices or 
‘spiders’ that we can borrow or buy, depending on our budget. 

In the worst case, with no money we could not provide any technology. In that case 
we would organise continuous ‘whispered’-interpretations from the main language 
English into other languages (besides consecutive and loud interpretation into 
English).

We have discussed that interpreters who are in financially precarious situations will 
be reimbursed for their travel costs. In that case, the cheapest alternative of travelling 
would be reimbursed (car-share, (cheap) train tickets shared with others) which is the 
same for asylum-seeking activists, some of whom will come from detention camps 
and/or abroad.  

Meals (food/drinks) are organised by activists from Munich. Accommodation (if not 
privately-organised) could be provided collectively with other Congress participants 
(in some private places, left-wing house projects, possibly in a school). 

We need thus for each language pair mentioned above at least two interpreters who 
are able to interpret consecutively as well as simultaneously and are willing to come 
to Munich for the weekend. 

We are having a two-hour long ‘interpretation-briefing’ Friday afternoon before the 
Congress in order to introduce you to the technology and concept and to meet each 
other in advance. Information (such as speaker's list, manuscripts, etc.) will be maide 
available to the onterpreters beforehand if possible.

Please spread this appeal!

We are looking forward to receiving feedback… 

Translation Workgroup
translation.refugeeprotest@gmail.com
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